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INTRO
The purpose of this document is to provide a monthly summary of observed threats, vulnerabilities, and risks relevant
to Cynet’s customers. Throughout this report you will find detailed information regarding specific attack groups,
campaigns, malware variants, etc., As well as the relevant sectors, industries, and infrastructures being targeted.
The report is comprised out of data and observations gathered from our internal sources, and it is focused mainly
but not solely on sectors which comprise our customer’s base.
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From IcedID to CONTI, a Trojan and
Ransomware collaboration
Introduction
Cynet’s research and CyOps teams constantly work together to track the malicious activities of threat groups. Advanced
threat groups that target organizations for financial gain frequently modify their tactics, techniques, and procedures
(TTPs) and alter their malware to evade defenses. In this article, we detail how two different threat groups – Lunar Spider
and Wizard Spider – have joined forces to infect organizations with ransomware and other malware, including Trickbot.
IcedID, a Trojan banker developed by threat group Lunar Spider, is primarily used to steal and exfiltrate financial
information. This Trojan is now being used as a downloader to distribute Conti Ransomware, developed by Wizard
Spider, to compromised organizations.
In other words, two independent malwares, developed by two different attack groups – are collaborating to download,
spread and infect compromised organizations with ransomware.
During the last few months, Cynet 360 detected a high number of IcedID infections utilizing Cobalt Strike beacons and
ultimately attempting to encrypt hosts using CONTI ransomware. If you suspect that your company’s devices are
infected with indicators of compromise (IOC) or TTPs relevant to this article, please reach out directly to Cynet for help
with evaluating an incident response. Cynet’s MDR team, CyOps, is available 24x7 and ready to help you begin threat hunting.

IcedID overview
IcedID (A.K.A BokBot); IcedID - ID: S0483 was first observed in the wild in September 2017 and was classified as a
banking trojan malware designed to target financial sectors in the U.S and Europe. The malware allows threat
actors to steal financial information, banking credentials, and payment information using web injection and browser
hooking techniques.
From 2017 to 2021, the threat group behind IcedID used multiple attack techniques and upgraded the range of malicious
capabilities to evade detection and deploy massive attack campaigns. The IcedID Threat groups shifted the malware’s
modus operandi, remaking it from a banking trojan and into an application capable of distributing additional sophisticated
threat tools like Cobalt Strike and ransomware like MAZE, EGREGOR, Sodinokibi, and CONTI.
With this change, IcedID became part of the Malware-as-a-Service (MaaS) organized cybercrime.
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IcedID modus operandi:
Spear phishing attachment distribution via malspam campaigns (zipped, weaponized Microsoft office documents)
User execution via enabling macros
DLL download from C2 server
Loader DLL execution via rundll32\regsvr32; LOLbins (Living Off the Land Binaries)
Fingerprinting aICend enumeration of the compromised machine
C2 server connection, send initial information
Initial access for sophisticated threats (downloader activity)

IcedID’s popularity has increased significantly, even surpassing the infamous Emotet (see Once upon a time in
Troy – Emotet malware, a trojan evolution), which is often described as “the world’s most dangerous malware.” Emotet
was taken down at the end of January 2021 by a major law enforcement operation coordinated between multiple
authorities including Europol, the FBI, and the UK's National Crime Agency, along with agencies from Canada, France,
Germany, Lithuania, the Netherlands, and Ukraine.
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IcedID associated threat groups
GOLD CABIN aka: Shakthak, TA551
LUNAR SPIDER aka: GOLD SWATHMORE
The TA551 and LUNAR SPIDER threat groups are classified as eCrime groups with a primary motivation of targeting
financial organizations. These eCrime groups are associated with various malware, including IcedID, Qakbot, Ursnif,
and Valak. The groups’ unique attack pattern lies within their kill chain method, comprised of weaponized Office
documents (Excel and Word) which are usually contained in a password-protected zipped file and distributed through
malspam campaigns via email. Once these weaponized documents are opened, additional malware is downloaded
to the host – in most cases in the form of DLL payloads executed via Microsoft legitimate binaries (LOLBins).

CONTI Overview
CONTI (MITRE ID: S0575) is a new ransomware observed in the wild starting in late 2020 and has become a major
target for the FBI. On May 20, 2021, the FBI published an article discussing the impact of CONTI ransomware on
healthcare, law enforcement agencies, and emergency medical services in the US.
The CONTI group operates as Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS) affiliated with WIZARD SPIDER threat group. Cynet has
recently observed CONTI targeting organizations in the US and Europe. The NCSC (National Cyber Security Centre)
recently participated in recent CONTI infection investigations on account of recent news of CONTI wreaking havoc
in among different victims:
"Exagrid pays $2.6m to Conti ransomware attackers"
“Conti Ransomware Hack: FBI Says 16 U.S. Networks Have Been Hacked This Year"
"Conti ransomware syndicate behind attack on Irish health service".
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Conclusion
As part of this extensive research, we’ve observed a cooperation pattern amongst threat groups. Specifically, a
high number of IcedID infections utilizing Cobalt Strike beacons and ultimately attempting to encrypt hosts using
CONTI ransomware.
Attackers enhance and tune their mean of operations and their control over every step of their campaigns. Splitting
their attacks while utilizing different payloads which in turn enable them to better evade security solutions and
demonstrating total awareness and control over the target environment.
In other words, two independent malwares, developed by two different attack groups - are collaborating to download,
spread and infect compromised organizations with ransomware.
As for the initial access, it seems like the good old phishing/spear phishing remains the favorite initial access method
for threat actors and for a good reason. Current numbers suggest that 97% of attacks begin with this method which
seems to trick and lure even technical professionals as well as security-oriented personnel.
Another alarming observation which raises many concerns is the fact that threat actors which seemed to avoid
targeting the healthcare sector are no longer following this code of conduct. We see a rise in attacks against hospitals,
health clinics, pharmacies, etc. among these threat actors you can find Wizard Spider as well as Lunar Spider.
According to previous knowledge, the Russian group "Wizard Spider", which is related to the splinter groups "Grim Spider"
and "Lunar Spider", is behind numerous attacks against this type of targets.
Wizard Spider threat group is the Russia-based operator of the TrickBot banking malware, which has primarily focused
on wire fraud in the past.
The HSE and Department of Health confirmed that The National Cyber Security Centre, along with the Gardaí and the
Defense Forces, is currently investigating few very serious cyber-attacks.
The groups are also wanted by the FBI, the UK’s National Crime Agency, Interpol, and Europol.
And, as this article demonstrates, IcedID, developed by Lunar Spider, is primarily used to steal and exfiltrate financial
information, is now being used as a downloader to distribute Conti Ransomware, developed by Wizard Spider, to
compromised organizations.
Additionally, in most if not all recent attacks and campaigns, we’ve observed the same MO where threat actors turn
to the fairly new “double extortion” technique in which they not only get hold of the victims’ assets and demand
ransom for their decryption, but also exfiltrating data and threatening the victim that if the ransom isn’t paid, the data,
IP, customer information and other exfiltrated data will be sold or published to the public.
These findings and observations are possible due to Cynet’s multiple layers and mechanisms allowing enhanced
detection, prevention and visibility over such attack attempts while enabling security teams and professionals to
better examine and understand each step and respond accordingly.
You can find here the full detailed report made by Max Malyutin – Sr. Threat Researcher at Cynet.
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Ragnar Locker Ransomware VS ADATA technology
The memory brand ADATA technology has been affected by Ragnar Locker ransomware. On the 19 of June, the Ragnar
Locker ransomware gang has published on their Tor-based website 700 GB of leaked data that contains financial and
sensitive information.
ADATA technology is Taiwanese memory and storage manufacturer that founded in May 2001 and produce USB Flash
drives, Hard disk drives, memory cards, DRAM modules, etc. and in addition, it sells PC gaming hardware and accessories
under the Xtreme Performance Gear brand.

The attack happened on May 23rd and forced ADATA shutting down the systems and still the Ragnar Locker group
claims stealing 1.5 TB of sensitive data before the encryption process.
The Ragnar Locker group stated their offered ADATA to fix the vulnerabilities and restore their system and avoid
publication but were refused.
Ragnar Locker was first seen in the wild in 2019 encrypted and demanded a payment of 11$ million to avoid publish
of 10 TB of sensitive data. Ragnar Locker had a relation to high-profile cyber security incidents over the time.

Mitre Att&ck Matrix
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Cynet 360 VS. Ragnar Locker
Detection Engine - Malicious Binary - Infected File- File Dumped
on the Disk
This alert triggers when Cynet’s AV/AI engine detects a malicious file that was dumped on the disk.

Detection Engine - Malicious Binary - Infected File- Attempt to Run
The alert trigger when Cynet’s AV/AI engine detects a malicious file that was loaded to the memory.

Process Monitoring
This alert triggers when Cynet detects a suspicious process tree correlated with suspicious command-line or is
associated with malicious behavior.

Unauthorized Memory Access Attempt
This alert informs the customer that there was an attempt by a certain process to access a forbidden memory
location of another process. The alert points out the flags that the process requested and the flags that Cynet
permitted to the process.

Memory Pattern
This alert trigger when Cynet detects memory strings which are associated with Malware or with malicious files.
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Revil Gang VS. Sol Oriens
On the beginning of June, the company Sol Oriens has been affected by a sodinokibi ransomware which belongs to
the REvil group.
Sol Oriens provides management consulting with focus on managing advanced technologies and concepts for
space & military applications and used as the contractor of the US nuclear weapons.
The REvil ransomware gang listed companies’ data for auction to the highest price on its Tor-based website. One of
the companies in the list is Sol Oriens which as a proof, the REvil gang published some of the stolen data.

REvil statement on its Tor-based website

Later, Sol Oriens has stated that in May they suffered a cybersecurity incident that compromised their network
environment, and the investigation is still ongoing.
REvil aka Sodinokibi has first seen in 2019 with highly evasive techniques and obfuscation in order to prevent
detection by security products.
Currently, the REvil gang is the largest ransomware operation, that on the first phase, the threat actors first exfiltrates
sensitive data and then encrypt the compromised network and demand a large ransom payment.

CYNET VS. SODINOKIBI
Detection Engine - Malicious Binary - Infected File- File Dumped
on the Disk
This alert triggers when Cynet’s AV/AI engine detects a malicious file that was dumped on the disk.

Detection Engine - Malicious Binary - Infected File- Attempt to Run
The alert trigger when Cynet’s AV/AI engine detects a malicious file that was loaded to the memory.

Memory Pattern
This alert trigger when Cynet detects memory strings which are associated with Malware or with malicious files.

Ransomware Heuristic
This alert triggers when Cynet detects suspicious behavior which can be associated with Ransomware (such as
changing file extensions to “.Lock”).

Mitre Att&ck Matrix
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Bazar Call
BazarLoader is a malware that provides threat actors with unauthorized access to the infected host. After the
endpoint is infected, the malware is being used for data exfiltration, reconnaissance, exploitation, and dropping of
other malware variants. The threat actors is using various distribution methods for the initial payload. Recently, a new,
dauntless method was observed in Cynet’s threat intelligence feed, named BazarCall.
BazarCall is a new approach for malware distribution utilizing social engineering methods and fake, malicious call
center to lure victims to download the malicious document received via email to their endpoints, which in turn download
BazarLoader. The whole Attack flow is described below:

Below you can see the malicious excel document which lure the victims to enable macros:

Mitre Att&ck Matrix

Cynet 360 VS Bazar Loader
Cynet Customers are protected from this threat as we stop in the early stages of the attack-chain.

Detection Engine - Malicious Binary - Infected File- File Dumped
on the Disk
This alert triggers when Cynet’s AV/AI engine detects a malicious file that was dumped on the disk.

Detection Engine - Malicious Binary - Infected File- Attempt to Run
The alert trigger when Cynet’s AV/AI engine detects a malicious file that was loaded to the memory.
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Att&ck Technique - Process Injection
Cynet is always on the hunt for new malware techniques, a pursuit that leads us to many variations on similar
methodologies. One we constantly encounter is the process injection, for which Cynet has a specific detection and
real-time remediation strategy.
Process injection is a widespread defense evasion technique commonly employed within malware and fileless
adversary attacks. It entails running custom code within the address space of another process. Process injection
improves stealth, and some variant techniques also achieve persistence.
Running code in the context of another process may allow access to the process’s memory, system/network resources,
and possibly elevated privileges. Execution via process injection may also evade detection from security products
since the execution is masked under a legitimate process.
This method includes many sub-methods – the MITRE ATT&CK framework catalogued 11 sub–techniques:

ATT&CK ID

Process Injection Sub-Technique

T1055.001

Dynamic-link Library Injection

T1055.002

Portable Executable Injection

T1055.003

Thread Execution Hijacking

T1055.004

Asynchronous Procedure Call

T1055.005

Thread Local Storage

T1055.008

Ptrace System Calls

T1055.009

Proc Memory

T1055.011

Extra Window Memory Injection

T1055.012

Process Hollowing

T1055.013

Process Doppelgänging

T1055.014

VDSO Hijacking

Leveraging Cynet360 Threat intelligence sources and telemetry capabilities, we observed several well-known APT’s
and malware variants using process injection methods:

Cobalt Strike
Cobalt Strike is a penetration simulation tool that was released in 2012.Cobalt Strike was made to help the security
teams to test their security posture and incident response procedures by emulating advanced threat tools and TTP’s.
Malicious actors have begun using Cobalt Strike because its flexibility, and it can be used to deploy all manner of
payloads to a compromised endpoint.

TrickBot
TrickBot (or “TrickLoader”) is a recognized banking Trojan that targets both businesses and consumers for their data,
is considered a modular malware enterprise with sophisticated system reconnaissance, persistence capabilities,
and an association with follow-on ransomware infections.
On top of stealing data such as banking information, account credentials, personally identifiable information (PII).
As a highly modular malware, it can adapt to any environment or network it finds itself in.

Ursnif
Ursnif malware, also known as Gozi, is one of the most famous banking Trojan.
In 2015, the malware's source code was leaked, and it became publicly available on Github, that enabled other malware
authors to add and edit new features and make further development of the code by different threat actors.
Ursnif enumerates system activity of the victims, record keystrokes, and track network and browser activity.
It archives the collected data before sending it to the C&C server.

Ryuk
The Ryuk ransomware variant was first discovered in August 2018, is targeting businesses, hospitals, government
institutions, and other organizations.
Ryuk is believed to be based on the source code of Hermes ransomware, which was sold on the dark web back in 2017.
The group behind it is known for using manual hacking techniques and open-source tools to move laterally through
private networks and gain privileges to as many systems as possible before initiating the file encryption.

Cynet 360 VS Process Injection
Dynamic Injection Behavior
This kind of alert triggers when Cynet detects a process which is trying to inject code to a legitimate process.

Memory Pattern
This alert trigger when Cynet detects memory strings which are associated with Malware or with malicious files.

Injection Behavior - Reflective
This kind of alert triggers when Cynet detects a process which is trying to inject code to a legitimate process.
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Dell Vulnerability:
1. NEW VMWARE VULNERABILITY DETECTED IN VCENTER SERVER
Risk Level
High

Targeted Assets

Threat Actors

Dell computers

Various Attackers

Tactic

Technique

Lateral movement

T1210 - Exploitation of
Remote Services

A new vulnerability in SupportAssist software has
been disclosed by Dell. The risk comprised of
several CVE’s allowing an attacker to impersonate
Dell, and then exploit the target host, and later,
pre-boot RCE using the OS update feature, named
“BiosConnect” under the Dell SupportAssist software.
The CVE’s that were disclosed are:

Mitigations
Disable BIOSConnect from the BIOS setup page
Disable the HTTPS Boot feature

Insecure TLS Connection:
CVE-2021-21571 - network traffic connecting to the backend Dell HTTP server, can be abused by a threat actor as
BIOSConnect will accept any valid wildcard certificate. If this attempt is successful, assuming the attacker has
privileged network access, he will be able to impersonate dell and push malware disguised as fake updates by
redirecting the victim’s network traffic, for example with the MITM attack technique.

Buffer Overflow:
CVE-2021- 21572, CVE-2021-21573, CVE-2021-21574 – if the first CVE is chained with one of these buffer overflow
vulnerabilities – (two affect the OS recovery process, and the last affects the firmware update process) can allow
remote code execution in BIOS.
Compromising the BIOS is the most privileged code section in the operating system and can provide unprecedented
persistence for the threat actors malware.

Mitigations:
Dell has provided two methods to mitigate the exploitation of these vulnerabilities, which can be found here.

We strongly recommend applying the mitigations provided by Dell to prevent threat actors from infiltrating malware
to vulnerable \ Critical infrastructure manufactured by Dell.
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VMware Vulnerability:
The vulnerabilities described below is associated
with five vulnerable default plugins installed in
VMWare vCenter Server. This vulnerability can
be abused by threat actors to remotely execute
arbitrary code.

Risk Level
High

Targeted Assets

Threat Actors

VMware servers

Various Attackers

Tactic

Technique

Lateral movement

T1210 - Exploitation of
Remote Services

Mitigations

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Virtual SAN Health Check
vRealize Operations Manager
Site Recovery
vSphere Lifecycle Manager
VMware Cloud Director Availability

The vulnerabilities described above are assigned
to the following CVEs:

Disable the vulnerable plugins
CVE-2021-21972 – VMSA-2021-0002 – vRealize Operations Manager Plugin
CVE-2021-21985 – VMSA-2021-0010 – Virtual SAN Health Check Plugin
CVE-2021-21986 – VMSA-2021-0010 – Virtual SAN Health Check, Site Recovery, vSphere Lifecycle Manager,
and VMware Cloud Director Availability Plugins
All CVEs mentioned above allow a malicious actor to perform remote code execution on the hosting Operating System
without privilege limitations. This can be achieved when an adversary has network access by using port 443 to infiltrate
the vCenter Server.
Following VMware’s instructions.

Mitigations:
Our recommendation to disable the mentioned plugins as described.
Although the vulnerability was disclosed by VMware at 25th of May, there are still over several thousand vulnerable
servers that can be exploited by an attacker. In addition, there are currently 4 publicly available POC’s for exploiting
these vulnerabilities:
https://www.iswin.org/2021/06/02/Vcenter-Server-CVE-2021-21985-RCE-PAYLOAD/
http://noahblog.360.cn/vcenter-cve-2021-2021-21985
https://attackerkb.com/topics/X85GKjaVER/cve-2021-21985
https://github.com/alt3kx/CVE-2021-21985_PoC
We strongly recommend disabling the plugins and patch the server when the update will be available.
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SonicWall VPN Vulnerability
Risk Level
Critical

Targeted Assets

Threat Actors
Various Attackers

Tactic

Technique

Lateral movement

T1210 - Exploitation of
Remote Services

Mitigations

In October 2020, a critical vulnerability in SonicWall
VPN firewalls tagged as CVE-2020-5135 was initially
thought to have been patched after more than
800,000 SonicWall VPNS have been affected. This
CVE is a buffer overflow vulnerability that provide
an attacker with the ability for Remote Code
Execution (RCE) or perform a Denial of Service
(DoS) by sending a malicious HTTP request to the
firewall.
These days, a new vulnerability tracked as CVE2021-20019 has been assigned which indicate that
the previous vulnerability patch was unsuccessful.
SonicWall firewalls both physical & virtual, running
with the versions of SonicOS listed below may
be exposed to memory leaks in the HTTP server
response to an unauthenticated HTTP request
which can lead to sensitive data disclosure.

Apply the relevant security patches

Mitigations:
SonicWall advises customers to apply the appropriate SonicOS patch ASAP which can be downloaded from
Login (mysonicwall.com)

SonicWall step-by-step guide on upgrading SonicOS firmware
How can I upgrade SonicOS Firmware? | SonicWall
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APPENDIX:
Risk Level
Low
Medium
High
Critical

TLP Protocol
Color
TLP:RED

Not for disclosure,
restricted to
participants only.

When should it be used?

Recipients may not share TLP:RED information
with any parties outside of the specific
Sources may use TLP:RED when information
exchange, meeting or conversation in which
cannot be effectively acted upon by additional it was originaly disclosed. In the context of
parties, and could lead to impacts on a party's a meeting, for example, TLP:RED information
privacy, reputation or operations if misused.
is limited to those present at the meeting.
in most circumstances, TLP:RED should be
exchanged verbally or in person.

TLP:AMBER

Limited disclosure,
restricted to
participants'
organizations.

TLP:GREEN

Limited disclosure,
restricted to
community.

TLP:WHITE

Disclosure is not
limited.

How may it be shared?

Sources may use TLP:AMBER when
information requires support to be effectively
acted upon, yet carries risks to privacy,
reputation or operations if shared outside of
the organizations involved.

Recipients may only share TLP:AMBER
information with members of their own
organization, and with clients or customers
who need to know the information to protect
themselves or prevent further harm.
Sources are at liberty to specify additional
intended limits of the sharing: these must
beadhered to.

Recipients may share TLP:GREEN information
with peers and partner organizations within
Sources may use TLP:GREEN when information
their sector or community, but not via
is useful for the awareness of all participating
publicly accessible channels. Information
organizations as well as with peers within the
in this category can be circulated widely
broader community or sector.
within a particular community. TLP:GREEN
information may not be released outside of
the community.

Sources may use TLP:WHITE when information
Subject to standard copyright rules, TLP:WHITE
carries minimal or no foreseeable risk of
information may be distributed without
misuse, in accordance with applicable rules
restriction.
and procedures for public release.
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Contact Cynet CyOps
(Cynet Security Operations Center)
The Cynet CyOps available to clients for any issues 24/7, questions or
comments related to Cynet 360. For additional information, you may
contact us directly at:

+1 (347) 474-0048
CyOps Mailbox
soc@cynet.com

+44 2032-909051
+972 72-3369736

CyOps Team Leader
sivanc@cynet.com
CyOps Manager
shirang@cynet.com
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